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Abstract

Basarab, S.A., Relative elimination of quantifiers for Henselian valued fields, Annals of Pure
and Applied Logic 53 (1991) 51-74

A general result on relative elimination of quantifiers for Henselian valued fields of
characteristic zero is proved by algebraic and basic model-theoretic methods.

0. Introduction

In a well-known series of papers, Ax and Kochen  [2-41  and Ershov [17-201
initiated a metamathematical approach to some basic problems in the theory of
Henselian valued fields. These papers were followed by other works [l, 19, 21,
23, 26, 271, which continued the investigation of Henselian fields using methods
of model theory, recursive function theory and nonstandard arithmetic. Further
refinements of these results were obtained in [5-9,  15, 32, 351. An account of
model-theoretic and algorithmic results in the elementary theory of valued fields,
in an approach that uses explicit, primitive recursive quantifier elimination
procedures as a unifying principle, is given in [34].

For p-adic fields Q, and the power series fields F((t))  over a decidable field F
of characteristic zero, Ax and Kochen  [4] proved by model-theoretic methods
decidability and relative quantifier elmination, when a cross-section is included in
the language of valued fields. A quantifier elimination with cross-section and a
decision method for Q, were also given by Cohen [14]  using primitive recursive
methods. Later Macintyre  [23] showed that quantifier elimination for Q,, can be
obtained without cross-section, when more natural root-predicates are included in
the language. In a more algebraic approach, this result was extended by Prestel
and Roquette [24]  to p-adically closed fields. Extensions of Macintyre’s result are
also contained in [13,  151. Some general results concerning the transfer of model
completion for Henselian fields with finite absolute ramification index were
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obtained in [7, 351.  Elementary invariants for Henselian valued fields of mixed
characteristic and arbitrary ramification are investigated by van den Dries [31].

On the other hand, Cohen’s ideas were strongly generalized in [32, 341 in order
to get primitive recursive relative quantifier elimination procedures for Henselian
fields of characteristic zero subject to a condition of moderate generality on the
value group.

In the last time the quantifier elimination problem for valued fields gained
popularity thanks to its interest for computer scientists under the aspect of
feasability as well as for deep applications in diophantine questions. Concerning
the diophantine applications, let us mention here Cantor and Roquette’s [ll, 281
and Rumely’s work, on Hilbert’s tenth problem for the ring of algebraic integers,
Denef’s  paper [16]  on the rationality of certain Poincare series over Q,, and
Weispfenning’s result [33]  on the primitive recursive decidability of the adele ring
and idele group of an algebraic number field.

The present paper, which appeared as an INCREST-Bucharest preprint in
February 1986, is devoted to the proof by algebraic and basic model-theoretic
methods of a general result on relative quantifier elimination for Henselian fields
of characteristic zero.

Given a valued field K = (K, v) let us denote by 0, the valuation ring, by K
the residue field and by UK the value group. Assume that the characteristic of K
is zero and let p be the characteristic exponent of K. For k E N, let mK,k be the
ideal {a E 0,: vu > kvp} of 0,. In particular, mK,O  = m, is the maximal ideal of
the valuation ring 0,. Denote by O,,, the factor ring OKImK,k; O,,, is a local
ring with maximal ideal mK/mK,X-.  In particular, for p = 1, OK,k = K for all k E N.

On the other hand, consider the multiplicative groups GK,k  = K”/l + mK,k for
k E N. If p = 1, then GK,L  = GK,” = GK = K”/l  + mK for all k E N. Given k E N,
the ring 0K,2k and the group GK,k are related through a natural map ok defined
on the subset

{a E OK,& a 1 Pk> = %2k\(mK,,k/mK,2k) of OK,2k

with VdUeS in GK,k: &(a + mK,2k)  = a(1 + mK,k) for a E 0, subject to vu S kvp.
For k E N, the valuation v induces a map uk : OK,*k  U GK,k+  UK U {m}; the

image vk(°K,2k\  to)) is the convex subset vKZk  = {a~vK:O~cu~2kvp}  of the
ordered group UK and the restriction vk IGX,*:  GK.k+  UK is a group epimorphism.
Among other properties, the map ok as defined above satisfies the following
valuation-theoretic condition of compatibility: the diagram

commutes.
For k E N, consider the system Kk = (OK,*k, GKSkr  UK,  ok, vk) with O&& GKSk,

UK, ok, vk as above and call it the mixed k-structure assigned to the valued field
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K. In particular, for p = 1, Kk = K. is the triple (K, GK, vK) together with the
exact sequence

l+Z?-+GGK-,vK+O.

The mixed k-structures introduced above play a key role in the model theory of
Henselian fields of characteristic zero as shows the following elementary
equivalence theorem.

Theorem A. Given the valued field extensions LIK and FIK, where K is of
characteristic zero and L, F are Henselian, the necessary and sufficient condition
for the valued fields L, F to be elementarily equivalent over K is that for all k E N,
the corresponding mixed k-structures Lk, Fk are elementarily equivalent over Kk.

Given a sentence q in the language 2,’ of mixed k-structures, k E N, one may
assign effectively to q a formula trJq)(z), with one variable z, in the language
5?!’ of valued fields in such a way that for every valued field K of characteristic
zero and residue characteristic exponent p, K satisfies trk(q)(p),  written
K k trk((p)(p), iff Kk satisfies q, written Kk k tp. The correspondence above
QI H trk(p))  extends naturally to a translation map tr, from the arbitrary formulas
in & to formulas in 2.

As a consequence of Theorem A we get the second main result of the paper
concerning the relative elimination of quantifiers for Henselian fields of charac-
teristic zero.

Theorem B. Let p be either 1 or a prime number, and denote by ZP the theory of
Henselian valued fields of characteristic zero and residue characteristic exponent p.
For every formula rp(x), x = (x1,  . . . , x,) in 2 there exist k E N, formulas

MY), . . . j MY) in z!k,  Y = (ylY . . . , y,), quantifierless  formulas A,(x), . . . ,
A,(x) in 2 and polynomials J, gi E Z[x], 1 s i s m, such that q(x)  is equivalent in
Ep with the following formula:

$ [A#) A tr~(~j)(fi(X)gj(X)-':  1 ci sm;p)].
j=l

One may derive Weispfenning’s main theorem [34, Theorem 4.31  (with
recursive instead of primitive-recursive) from Theorem B above; details will be
contained in a forthcoming paper. In the last section of the present work we shall
show only that the Prestel-Roquette theorem [24]  on quantifier elimination for
p-adically closed fields is a consequence of Theorem B.

1. The radical structure theorem

Consider a valued field K = (K, v) of characteristic zero and residue charac-
teristic exponent p. We define the canonical decomposition of the valuation v as

’ The languages Sk and 2 are natural. For details see Sections 3, 4.
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follows. Denote by A = AK the smallest convex subgroup of UK containing up.
A = 0 iff p = 1, i.e., K is of characteristic zero. Let vK be the factor group UK/A,
and i, : R+ vK : a * ira  be the group epimorphism induced by v : K” + UK. Since
A is convex in UK, vK inherits from UK the structure of a totally ordered group
and hence the map ti is a valuation of the field K, called the coarse valuation
assigned to v. Denote by k the valued field (K, 13). The valuation ring Ok of k is
characterized as the smallest overring of 0, in which p becomes a unit, i.e., Ok is
the ring of fractions of 0, with respect to the multiplicatively closed set
{pk: k E N}. Note that ti = v iff p = 1, and ti is trivial iff UK = A.

Let rn, be the maximal ideal of Ok; then rni c mK c 0~ c Ok. Denote by K”
the residue field OJrnli_ of the valued field k. For a E Ok let a” be its residue in
K”. The field K”, called the core field of the valuation v of K, carries naturally a
valuation whose valuation ring is the image O,/mi of 0,. Denote also by v this
valuation and by K” the core valued field (K”, v). The value group UK” is
identified with the convex subgroup A of UK  and the residue field K” is identified
with the residue field K of K. Thus the core valued field K” is of characteristic
zero and residue characteristic exponent p; K” = K iff p = 1.

Consider a valued field extension L = (15, v) of K. Then the coarse valuation of
L is a prolongation of the coarse valuation of K; hence both may be denoted by
the same symbol V. The core valued field L” is an extension of the core valued
field K”.

We say that the extension LIK is core-dense if for every (Y E A = AK and for
every b E L there exists a E K such that v(b - a) > a; in particular, AL = A,. This
is equivalent with the fact that for every k E N, the ring embedding OK,k =
0 K”,k+ &.“,k = oL,k is an isomorphism. In other words, L/K is core-dense iff the
core extension C/K” is dense. If p = 1, then L/K  is core-dense iff t = K.

A main ingredient in the proof of Theorem A is the following natural
generalization of the Prestel-Roquette radical structure theorem (24, Theorem
3.81.

Proposition 1.1. Let K = (K, v) be a Henselian valued field of characteristic zero
and L be an algebraic core-dense extension of K. Then L/K is generated by
radicals, i.e., L = K(T) where T = TLiK = {t E L”: V,,=, t” E K} is the
multiplicative group of radical elements of LIK. The radical value group VT equals
the full value group VL of L and the valuation map v : T + VL induces a group
isomorphism T/K” 7 vLlvK. If L/K  is a finite extension, then [L: K] = (T : K”).

Proof. As K is Henselian and L/K is algebraic, L is Henselian too and vLlvK  is
a torsion group. First of all let us show that L” = K” and VL = VT. Let a E OLO.
We have to show that a E OKa. As LO/K”  is algebraic and K” is of characteistic
zero, there exists f E OKa[X]  such that f(a) = 0 and f’(a) # 0. Let (Y E UK”  = vL”
be such that LY 2 2vf ‘(a). Since Lo/K”  is dense there exists c E OKa  such that
v(a - c) > a. Thus vf (c) > a 3 2vf ‘(a) = 2vf ‘(c) and hence by Newton’s lemma
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[24, p. 201  there is one and only one b E 0,. such that f(b) = 0 and v(b -c) >
vf’(c) = vf’(a).  (Note that K” is Henselian since K is Henselian). As f(a) = 0 and
v(a -c) > (ua2vf’(a)  2 @‘(a),  we get a = b E OK.=,  as contended. Now let
a EL”. We have to show that vu = vt for some t E T. As vLlvK  is a torsion
group, un = bu with b E K, n 2 1, u E Oy. As L” = K”, there exists u’ E Or, such
that ti(u - u’) > 0. Consider the polynomial f(X) = X” - UU’-’  E Oi[X]. Since
tif(l)  > 0 = tin = tiff(l)  and i is Henselian (as L is Henselian), there exists t’ E LX
such that f(t’) = 0, i.e., t’” = un(bu’)-l.  Let t = at’-‘; then t” = bu’ E K”, i.e.,
t E T, and vt = vu, as contended.

Consider the intermediate field L’ = K(T) between K and L. We have to show
that L’ = L. The value group vL’ of L’ = (L’, v) contains VT = VL and hence
vL’ = vL; in particular, CL’ = irL. On the other hand, L’” = L” since K” = L”.
Thus the valued field extension i/i’ is immediate. As an algebraic extension of
the Henselian valued field k, i’ is Henselian and hence algebraically complete
being of residue characteristic zero [l, Proposition 151. Since i/i’ is algebraic
immediate, we conclude that L’ = L.

As VT = vL, the valuation v induces a group epimorphism v : TIK”+ vLlvK.
We have to show that this is an isomorphism. Let t E T be such that vt E UK.
Assume that the order of t modulo K” is n and t” = a E K. As vt E UK by
assumption, t = bu with b E K, u E o*,. Since K” = L”, there exists u’ E 0: such
that ti(u - u’) > 0; therefore t = (bu’)(uu’-‘)  E K”(1 + mi). To show that t E K
we may replace t by any other element in its coset modulo K”, so we may assume
without loss of generality that $1  - t) > 0 and hence ti(1 - t”) = ti(1 - a) > 0.
Consider the polynomial f(X) = X” - a E O,[X].  As K is Henselian and tif(l) =
ti(1 -a) >O = ti(n)  = tif’(l),  there exists one and only one c E K such that
f(c)_= cn - a = 0 and $1 - c) > 0. Since this uniqueness statement holds not only
in K, but also in the Henselian field L and since f(t) = 0, V(1  - t) > 0, we
conclude that t = c E K.

We have shown that T/K” = vLlvK. If one of these groups is finite, then the
other is finite too and (T : K”) = (vL : UK).  On the other hand, if [L : K] is finite
t h e n  [L:K]=(tiL:tiK)=(vL:vK), since k is algebraically complete and
[L”: K”] = 1. We conclude that [L: K] = (T: K”). 0

The following explicit description of the field structure of L/K in terms of
radicals is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1; see the proof of [24,
Corollary 3.91.

Corollary 1.2. In the same situation us in Proposition 1.1, assume that L/K is

finite. Then Ll K can be generated by finitely many radicals such that the product of
their radical exponents equals the field degree:

L = K(t,,  . . . , t,),
t:’ = ui E K”, lCiCr,
[L:K]=n,nz***n,.
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The substitution Xi H ti, 1 s i s r, extends to u K-isomorphism of the factor
algebra KIX1, . . . , X,]/Z, where Z is the ideal generated by the polynomials
Xy - ai, 1 s i 6 r, onto the field L.

2. An embedding theorem for Henselian fields

The key role played by the embedding theorems in the investigation of the
model-theoretic properties of the Henselian valued fields is well known (see, for
instance, [21], [24, Theorem 4.11, [7, Theorem 1.21, [9, Proposition 2.21). In this
section we prove a general embedding theorem for Henselian valued fields of
characteristic zero that will be the main tool for the proof of Theorem A. A basic
ingredient in the proof of this embedding theorem is Proposition 1.1.

Given a valued field K = (K, v) of characteristic zero, let us denote by k,, the
mixed structure assigned to the coarse valued field k = (K, ti), namely the system
(K”, Gi = K”/l + m,, tiK) together with the exact sequence

In fact we shall consider the core field K” not only as an abstract field but also as
a valued field K” = (K”, v) with the valuation naturally induced by the valuation v
of K. Thus it seems natural to consider systems Q = (M, H, f, i, Z?) where
M = (M, V) is a valued field of characteristic zero whose value group vM equals
the smallest convex subgroup containing up, p = the characteristic exponent of
the residue field &f, H is a multiplicative Abelian group, p is an additive totally
ordered group, i : M” + H is a group monomorphism and Z? : H+ p is a group
epimorphism such that the sequence

is exact. Call such a system a minced w-structure. Thus the system i, above is the
mixed w-structure naturally associated to K. If the residue characteristic of K is
zero, then 1, = K, is the mixed O-structure

(K, GK=Kx/1+mK,vK;1+4?-+G,+vK~0)

assigned to K.
Given a mixed w-structure G = (M, H, p, i, fi), we obtain the canonic exact

sequence

O+WM=M~/O~+~+~+O,

where Z = H/i(O&).  Thus Z inherits a natural structure of a totally ordered group
with the order given by a s /3 iff either & < fl or 0 s /3 - a: E M; with respect to
this order, vM is identified with a convex subgroup of Z and f -T/vM as
ordered group. Thus the mixed o-structure Q may be seen also as a system Q’ =
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(M, H, r, i, II) where M, H, i are as above, r is an additive totally ordered
group and II : H+ r is a group epimorphism such that the kernel of I70 i : M” + r
is the group O,& of units of 0, and the value group vM = M”lO&  is identified
through 17oi  with a convex subgroup of r. In the present section we prefer to use
mixed o-structures in the first acceptation reserving the second equivalent
definition for the next sections of the work.

Given two mixed w-structures (Si, i = 1, 2, an embedding p : Gl+ G2 will be a
system (,u’, ~1, p”) where p’ : MI + M2 is a valued field embedding, y : HI ---, H2 is a
group monomorphism and p”: p1 --;,  fz is a monomorphism of ordered groups such
that

is commutative.
With this preparation we are now able to state the general embedding theorem

for Henselian valued fields of characteristic zero.

Theorem 2.1. Let K = (K, v) be a valued field of characteristic zero and
L = (L, v), F = (F, v) be Henselian valued fields extending K. Assume that fi is

1 L(-pseudocomplete,  where 1 LI denotes the cardinality  of L. Given a &-embedding
u : i,+ #, of mixed w-structures, there exists a K-embedding q : L+ F of valued
fields  inducing the given &-embedding y; in other words, the canonic map
Horn&L, F)-, Horn&L,,  fi,) in onto.

Proof. Consider the family A of pairs (L’, q) where L’ is an intermediate field
between K and L, and q : L’+ F is a K-embedding of valued fields inducing the
restriction embedding p Ii:, :i’.+#,, of mixed w-structures. A is nonempty since
the pair (K, Kc, F) belongs to A. Consider the partial order on A:

(L’, q’) s (L”, q”) iff L’ c L” and q’ = r~“[~,.

As the nonempty partial ordered set (A, S) is inductive, there exists by Zorn’s
lemma a maximal pair (L’, 7) E A. We have to show that L’ = L.

Without loss of generality we may asssume  that L’ = K, i.e., A is the singleton
{(K, K L, F)} ; so we have to show that K = L. We proceed step by step as
follows. Using well-known facts concerning Henselian valued fields and Corollary
1.2, we show in the first three steps of the proof that the field extensions L/K and
L”JK”  are regular.

(1) First let us show that K = (K, it) is Henselian. Let K’ = (K’, ti) be the
Henselization of K. As L is Henselian, i = (L, ti) is Henselian too and hence Kr is
identified with a subextension of i/K. Let K’ = (K’, v) be the field K’ with the
valuation induced by the valuation v of L. As the residue field K’”  of K’ equals
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K”, the valuation of K’ is exactly the valuation on the field K’ induced by the
valuation ti of K’ and the valuation r~ of &‘. Since F is Henselian, 8 is Henselian
too and hence we get a canonic k-embedding q :i’--,  l? In fact 77 is a
K-embedding of K’ into F. It remains to check that & = &, in order to conclude
that (K’, q) E A and hence K’ = K by maximality of K. The equalities ilo = J?,
rjK’ = ~JK  are trivial, so it remain to verify that Gi,  = Gi. Let x E K’“. A s
fiK’  = irK, x = uy with a E K”,  y E 02.. Since K’” = K”, there is b E 0; such that
ti(y - b) > 0. It follows: x = (ab)(yb-‘)  E K”(1 + rnk,). Therefore the canonic
morphism Gi+ Gi,  is an isomorphism as contended.

Now since g is Henselian of residue characteristic zero, we may assume by [ 1,
Proposition 161 that we have the following commutative diagram of valued fields:

Note also that K, L” and respectively K, F” are linearly disjoint over K”.
(2) Let us show that K” is algebraically closed in L”. Let x E L” be algebraic

over K” and K’ be the field K(x)  with the valuation v induced from L. By linear
disjointness we get [K’ : K] = [K”(x) : K”] and hence irK’  = tiK and K’” = K”(x).
The correspondence x I+ p’(x) defines a field K-embedding r,r : K’+ F. Moreover,
r,r is a K-embedding of valued fields. Indeed, let w be the valuation of K’ induced
through r,i by the valuation of F. As the residue field of K’ with respect to the
coarse valuation ti equals K’“, the valuations w and v of K’ induce the same
valuation on K’” (p’ is a K”-embedding) and ti equals the valuation V of K’, the
unique valuation of K’ extending the Henselian valuation ti of K, it follows that
w equals the valuation v of K’, as contended. Thus it remains to show that the
canonic &-embedding fi :kJ+ &, of mixed w-structures induced by r] coincides
with the restriction of p to &. As fi coincides with CL’ on K’” by definition of n
and ziK’ = tiK, it remains to show that the canonic monomorphism fi : Gi,+ G+
induced by n equals the restriction of p: Gi+ Gk to Gi,. Let us show that
Gif = Gi(K’“)“. Indeed, let z E K’“. As tiK’  = tiK, z = au with a E K”,  u E 02.
and hence z(1 + m,.) = [a(1 + m&][u(l + m,)]; therefore z(1 + rni,) E G&K’“)“,
as contended. Now the statement above is immediate since p and fi coincide on
Gi and (K”), by definition of rl. Consequently, (K’, q) E A and hence K’ = K,
since A = {(K, Kc, F)} by assumption. As x is arbitrary, we conclude that K” is
algebraically closed in the Henselian field L”. In particular, K” is Henselian.

(3) Moreover, we claim that K is algebraically closed in L. First let us observe
that K is Henselian since g is Henselian by (1) and K” is Henselian by (2). Let
K’ c L be a finite extension of K. Note that K’” = K” by (2). Here is the point
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where we use the radical field structure of K’IK  given by Corollary 1.2:
K’ = K(t,, . . . , t,) = KIX1,  . . . , K,]/I,  where I is the ideal generated by r
polynomials c,X;’  - 1, 1 c i < r, with ci E K” such that c$p= 1, 1 pi or. Let
T = K”@ . . . t: be the multiplicative group of radicals of K’IK.  Consider the
chain of isomorphisms

TJK”  7 vK’IvK 1 irKlirK f n ZlniZ.
,=;=r

Let us choose yI, . . . , y, E F such that yi(l + rni) = p(ti(l + mi)), 1 s i G r. We
get c,yl’E 1 + rni since Cit*‘= 1, 1 c i s r. Consider the polynomials f,(X) =
X” - civ: E OAX], 1 - 1-L ‘S r. As tiJ(l)  > 0, irf,!(l) = ti(ni) = 0, we get by the
Hensel lemma applied to fi some elements x1,  . . . , x, E F uniquely determined by
the conditions xr8 = ciyf’, V(xi-l)>O,  l=SiSr. Let us put zi=yjxlT’,  1SiSr.
The substitution tj HZ;,  1 <id r, defines a field K-embedding n : K’+ F.
Moreover, rl: K’+ F is a valued field K-embedding since K is Henselian and
K’IK  is algebraic. Let us show that the k,-embedding fi :KA+F, of mixed
u-structures induced by 17 equals the restriction of p :i,-, fi’, to &. First note
that K’” = K” and tiK’/irK is finite since the extension K’fK  is finite by
assumption. Consequently, the embedding of totally ordered groups tiK’ + 6F
induced by 17 equals the restriction of p”: CL-t tiF to irK’, so it remains to show
that the group monomorphism Gi,+ Gh induced by 11 equals the restriction of
p: CL+ G,s to Gi,. By construction of rl it suffices to verify the equality
G .  = G. f”j”

K ’ K’  1 2 ” . If, where 3, is the coset of ti modulo 1 + m,., 1 <i e r. I n
order to do this we have to show that the canonic group morphism T+ Gi, is
onto. Let z be an element of K’*. As T/K” = irK’/tiK,  z = tu with t E T, u E Ok..
Since K’” = K”, u = u’a with U’ E 02, a E 1 + rnk,. Thus z = (tu’)a E T(l + mi,),
as contended.

We have shown that (K’, q) E A and hence K’ = K since A = {(K, K L, F)}.
K’ being arbitrary we conclude that K is algebraically closed in L. The goal of the
next two steps of the proof is to show that the regular valued field extension L/K
is immediate.

(4) Let us show that K” = L”. Assuming the contrary, let x E Lo\ K”. As K” is
algebraically closed in L” by (2), x is transcendental over K”. Let K’ be the
rational function field K(x) with the valuation induced by the valuation v of L.
According to [lo, Chapter 6, $10,  Proposition 21, the restriction of ti is K’ is the
unique valuation of K’ extending the valuation ir of K subject to tix = 0 and
x0=x transcendental over K”. Note that tiK’ = tiK and K’” = K”(x); therefore
the correspondence x H p’(x) defines a valued field K-embedding r] : K’+ F. It
remains to verify that the K,-embedding  fi :KA+ k, induced by q equals the
restriction of p to kA in order to get (K’, q) E A, contrary to the fact that
A = {(K, Kc, F)}. As 4 and p coincide on K’” by definition of v, and tiK’ = tiK,
it suffices to observe that Gk,  = Gi(K’“)“. Indeed, any element z E K’” can be
written in the form z = au with a E K”, u E OS., since tiK’ = irK.
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(5) Let us show that VL = UK. As K” = L” by (4), it suffices to verify that
tiL = irK. Assuming the contrary, let x E L\K be such that tix $ tiK.  As K is
algebraically closed in L by (3) and K” = L”, the factor group i~L/irK  is torsion
free. Indeed, let v E L” be such that ntiy = ua with a E K”, n 3 1, i.e.,
ti(y”a-l)=O.  Since K”= L”, ynu-‘=  bu with b E 02, u E 1 +mi. As i is
Henselian of residue characteristic zero, u = zn for some z E 02; therefore
(yz-‘)” = ab E K. S’mce K is algebraically closed in L, yz-’ E K and tiy =
ti(yz-‘) E itK,  as contended.

Let K’ be the rational function field K(x)  with the valuation induced by the
valuation v of L. Since i~K’/itK  #O is torsion free as a subgroup of tiLlirK,  it
follows by [lo, Chapter 6, 910,  Proposition 11, that

for arbitrary Ui E K, 1~ i s 1. Let us choose an element y E F” whose coset
modulo 1 + rni is p(x(1 + mi)); in particular, tiy = ~“(tix) is of infinite order
modulo 6K and hence y is transcendental over K. Thus the substitution x HY
defines a field K-embedding TI : K’ --, F. We claim that p :k’ + k is a valuation
field k-embedding such that the induced tiK-embedding tiK’-,  irF  equals
restriction of p” to tiK’. Indeed, let f(x) = C aixi E K’“. Then tif(x) = mini (tia, +
itix).  On the other hand, [lo, Chapter 6, §lO, Proposition l] may also be applied
to K(y) instead of K’ = K(x); we get tif(y)  = mini (tia, + itiy),  i.e., ti(q(f(x))  =
p”($(x)),  as contended. Moreover, as K” = K’” = L”, q is in fact a K-embedding
of the valued field K’ into F. Thus it remains to show that the go-embedding
fi :&+ k’, of mixed w-structures induced by q equals the restriction of p to & in
order to obtain (K’, 77)  E A contrary to the assumption that A = {(K, K 9 F)}.
Since K’” = K” and irK’ = tiK Cl3 Z’tix,  we obtain Gi, = Gk.  f”, where P is the
coset of x modulo 1 + rnk,; therefore fj and p coincide on Gi,  by definition of 7.
Note that till now we did not use the assumption that k is JLI-pseudocomplete.

(6) Finally we are ready to prove that K = L. Assuming the contrary, let
x E L\ K and K’ = K(x). The element x is transcendental over K by (3), K” = K’”
by (4) UK = UK’  by (5); consequently, we get also Gk = Gi,  and hence k, = k:.
Thus it remains to show that there exists a K-embedding q :K’ --, F in order to
get (K’, 7) E A contrary to the assumption that A = {(K, K 9 F)}. As K” = K’“,
it suffices to show that there exists a k-embedding 11:  8’+ &.

As the proper valued field extension k’/k is immediate, there exists a
pseudoconvergent sequence a = (u~)~<~ in k, A s [Kl,  without pseudolimits in K
such that x is a pseudolimit of a. Moreover, since k is algebraically complete (as
a Henselian field of residue characteristic zero), it follows by usual arguments [25]
that the sequence a is of transcendental type, i.e., f(a) = (~(u~))~,,+O  for all
f e KWI  \ (01.

Here is the point where we use the assumption that fi is IL)-pseudocomplete;
therefore a has a pseudolimit y in F. As Q is transcendental, its pseudolimit y is
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transcendental over K; thus the substitution x my defines a field K-embedding
n : K’ + F. We claim that n is a g-embedding of the valued field 8’ into fi.
Indeed, let f E [Xl\ (0). As a is transcendental, f(a)+ 0 and hence there is
t < A such that if(x) = tif(as) = tif(y)  for all t G E < A. 0

The next embedding criterion for Henselian fields of characteristic zero is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary  2.2. Let K = (K, v) be a valued field of characteristic zero and
L = (L, v), F = (F, v) be Henselian valued fields extending K. Suppose that fi is

) L 1 -pseudocomplete. The necessary and sufficient condition for L to be K-
isomorphically  embeddable into F is that the mixed o-structure i, is i,-
embeddable in fi,.

3. Mixed structures

We have introduced in the previous section the so-called mixed o-structures
and we have seen the key role played by these ones in embedding problems for
Henselian fields of characteristic zero. The mixed o-structure & assigned to a
valued field K = (K, v) of characteristic zero is constructed with the help of the
coarse valuation ti induced by v and hence it is not an elementary object assigned
to K, except the special case when the residue characteristic of K is zero. As the
model-theoretic investigation of Henselian fields requires more elementary
invariants, it seem natural to approximate the global object & above by a family
of suitable objects that are definable in elementary terms. Posible candidates for
these elementary objects are the mixed k-structures Kk,  k E N, defined in the
Introduction.

In abstract terms, a mixed k-structure, k E N, is a system ‘$I = (A, H, T, 8, v),
where A is a commutative ring with 1, H is a multiplicative Abelian group, Tis an
additive totally ordered group, 8 is a partial map from A into H and
v : (A \ (0)) W H+ T is a map subject to the next conditions:

(1.1) For a, b EA\{O}, a divides b, (written a 1 b) iff vu s vb;
(1.2) For a, b EA\{O}  such that ab #O, v(ab) = vu + vb; in particular, vu s 0

for all a E A \ (0)  and vu = 0 for all units u E A” by (1.1); set by convention v0 = 00
with the usual rules for the symbol 00;

(1.3) For a, b E A, v(a + b) 2 min(va, vb); thus A is a local ring with maximal
ideal ntA = {a E A: vu > 0} ; let p be the characteristic exponent of the residue
field A = A/m,;

(1.4) The image VA := v(A \ (0))  equals the convex subset r,, = {(u E r: 0 c
(Y s vpzk}  of r; consequently, A \ (0) = {a E A: u 1 p*“}, the characteristic ex-
ponentofA isp2k+1 andA=A iffp=l;

(2) The restriction v] H : H + T is a group epimorphism;
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(3.1) The domain of the partial map 8 is the complement in A of the ideal
m,,k:={a~A:va>vpk};

(3.2) Diagram

commutes;
(3.3) For a, b •A\nt~,~  such that ab 4 nt,,k, 0(ab) = e(a)e(b);  in particular,

8 1 ,+x : A” + H is a group morphism;
(3.4) Ker(vI,)  c 8(A”); in fact we have equality by (3.2);
(3.5) For a, b eA\mTA,C, e(a) = 8(b)  iff V(U - b) > vpk + vb; thus A”/1  +

mA,k = Ker(vId by (3.4).
Note also that the image of the map 8 equals {h E H: 0 s vh 6 up”}. For

suppose a l A\rnA,k, i.e., vuGvpk;  we get ve(a)=vusvpk  by (3.2). Con-
versely, let h E H be such that 0 6 vh s vpk. By (1.4) there is a E A such that
VU = vh. As U $ ntA,k, we get &(a) = vu = vh by (3.2). Thus he(u)-’  E Ker(vl,)
and hence he(u)‘=  8(b) for some b E A” by (3.4). It follows: h = e(u)e(b)  =
i3(ub)  by (3.3).

Given k, k’E N, ka k’, an Abelian totally ordered group r, a mixed
k-structure ‘u = (A, H, r, 8, v) and a mixed k’-structure ‘21’  = (A’, H’, I’, f3’, v’)
such that A and A’ have the same residue characteristic exponent, say p, a
restriction map  II: II* ?I’ is a map 17:A U H-t A’ W H’ subject to the next
conditions:

(i) niA is a unitary ring morphism from A onto A’ which induces an
isomorphism A/mA,*k = A’; in particular, nlA induces an isomorphism of residue
fields A = A’;

(ii) if U E A\mA,2k’ then vu = v’ZI(u); in particular, for k’ >O, we g e t
up = v’p;

(iii) 171H is a group epimorphism from H onto H’ such that vh = v’II(h) for all
hEH;

(iv)  n@(U)) = e’(n(U))  for all U E A \mA,k,.
Note that the restriction map n induces an isomorphism H/6(1  + mA,k’)  = H’.

For suppose a E 1 + mA,k’, i.e., v(u - 1) > vpk’. By (ii) we get v’ZI(u  - 1) > vpk’,
i.e.) n(a) l 1 + mAf,kp and hence e’(n(a)) = 1 since A’“/1  + mA,,k, = Ker(v’l,.)
by (3.5). On the other hand, LI(e(u))  = e’(n(u)) = 1 by (iv). Conversely, let
h E H be such that 17(h)  = 1. In particular, vh = 0 by (iii) and hence there is
a EAI such that h = f?(u)  since A”/1 + mA,k ^- Ker(vI,).  By (iv), we obtain
W(II(u))  = I7(6(u))  = II(h) = 1; therefore n(u) E 1 + mA?,k..  According to (ii)
a e 1 + mA,k, follows, as contended.

By a projective system of mixed structures we mean a system %?I =
(a,;  nk,l)keN,krl, where 21k = (Ak, Hk, rk, ok, vk)  is a mixed k-structure with
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r, = r for all k E N, and I&,:  ‘211+  8, for k 6 I is a restriction map as defined
above such that II,,, = l&, 0 II,,, for k s s s I and flk,k = lpIk.

To a mixed w-structure G = (M, H, r, 8, V) one assigns naturally a projec-
tive system of mixed structures q(G)  = ((Sk; nk,r)k.rm,kSo  where G’k =
(0‘4W Hk, r, Ok,  v,J with 0MM.2k  = OM/mM,Zkr  Hk = H/8(1 + m,,,J and ok : OMM\

(%,/&u,~)+ & vk : O.U,2k  u Hk + F U {m}, induced respectively by 8 : M” L,
H, v : H+ r, and flk,,: G,+ Gk for k C 1 are the CanOniC  restriction maps. Note
that @3(G)  is identified with G if the residue characteristic of M is zero.

As we are interested in organizing the projective systems of mixed structures
into a category, we have to define morphisms between such objects.

First we define the embeddings of mixed k-structures for given k E N. Let
‘8 = (A, H, r, 0, V) and 8 = (A’, H’, r’, 8’, v’) be mixed k-structures. An
embedding Q, : VI +‘i?l’ is a map g,:AWHWI’+A’WH’UI”  subject to the next
conditions:

(i) qIA is a ring embedding of A into A’;
(ii) qIH is a group embedding of H into H’;
(iii) ~1~  is an ordered group embedding of Pinto r’;
(iv) v’(p(a)  = I for all a EA;
(v) v’q(h)  = q(vh) for all h E H;
(Vi) o'(Cp(U))=  &o(U))  for all U EA\mA,k.

Now, given the projective systems of mixed structures ?I= (a,; I&,)keN,kS,
and 3’ = (‘21;;  n7;,l)kcN,kd, an embedding of 8 into ?I’ is a family Q)k : ak+ t?I; of
embeddings of mixed k-structures, k E N, subject to the compatibility condition
@&[ = flkS1@  for k c 1.

If ‘11, B are respectively mixed k-structures, o-structures, projective systems of
mixed structures, denote by Horn@, ‘23) the set of embeddings of $?I into 58.

Call a mixed o-structure G = (M, H, r, 8, v) complete if M is Cauchy
complete, i.e., 0, = l@OMM,k, and H is Cauchy complete with respect to the
topology given by the system of open neighbourhoods of 1,

le(l + mM,k))keNj i.e., H = l&H/8(1  + mM,k).

The next lemmas are immediate.

Lemma 3.1. Given a mixed w-structure 6, there exists a complete mixed
o-structure c and an embedding i : G- e such that for every embedding
Q, : G+ 6’ with 6’ complete, there is a unique embedding v : e+ 6’ subject to
cp = vi.

Call the mixed o-structure e above, the completion of G; 6 is unique up to an
isomorphism over 6.

Lemma 3.2. Let 6 and G’ be mixed w-structures and assume 6’ is complete. The
cunonic map  Hom(G,  G’)* Horn@(G), q(G’))  is bijective.
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Given k E N, the category of mixed k-structures, with embeddings as morph-
isms, can be seen as the category of models of a theory Tk in a suitable first-order
language &. We may consider the mixed k-structures as one-sorted structures, as
well as (finitely) many-sorted structures with sorts for the ring A, the group H
and the ordered group I-; we choose in the following the many-sorted approach.
The languages &, k E N, are related each to other thanks to the next translation
procedure.

Lemma 3.3. Let k, 1 E N be such that k ~1. Given an &-formula q(x),
x=(x1,.  . . , xJ, one may assign effectively to it an 2,-formula  tr&$)  (x; y),
where y is a new variable of sort A, in such a way that for every restriction map I7
defined on a mixed l-structure ?I of residue characteristic exponent p with values
into a mixed k-structure 2X’  and for every a = (aI, . . . , a,) in ‘91 of suitable sorts,

Proof. We define the translation map trk,, : Zk+ 2, by induction on the com-
plexity of the formula q.

(1) Assuming q atomic, we distinguish the next cases:
(i) $J := (f (x) = 0), where f E Z[x], x = (x1,  . . . , x,) variables of sort A; let us

put tr&q):=vf(x)>~y~~;
( i i )  q:=(t=l), hw ere t is a term of sort H, i.e., t is a word WY’ . . . wz with

nl,. . . , n, E Z and wi has either the form e(f (x)) with f E Z[x], x = (x1, . . . , x,)
variables of sort A, or it is a variable of sort H; define trk,[(q) := [(3z)(v(z -
1) > vyk) A (O(z) = t)], where z is a new variable of sort A;

(iii) $I : = (E = 0), where E is a term of sort r, i.e., 5 = CE”=, n,q  with
nl,. . . , n, E Z and ai has either the form vf (x) with f E Z[x], x = (x1, . . . , x,)
variables of sort A, or the form vt, where t is a term of sort H or is a variable of
sort r; let us put trk,[(v) := (E = 0);

(iv) v : = (5 > 0), where 5 is a term of sort r; set trk,,(q)  := (‘$ > 0).
(2) trk,l(v$  A $2) :=trk,l(h) h trk,l(v2);

t3) trk,l(iq) :=itrk,dv);

t4) trk,l(&) +ll(z))  := @) trk,l(~ll(Z)). q

Similarly we may interpret the category of projective systems of mixed
structures, with embeddings as morphisms, as the category of models of a theory
T, in a suitable first-order w-sorted language 2!, with sorts for the rings Ak,
k E N, the groups Hk, k E N, and the ordered group r. The next lemma is an
immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3.

Lemma 3.4. Let &x1,  . . . , x,) be an &-formula. For 1 s i =S n, let

k, if xi is of sort Ak or Hk,
mi =

0, if Xi iS Of sort lY
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One may assign effectively to 3 a natural number m Z= maXi  (mJ and an
I?!,-formula  q7(y,,  . . . , y,,; z) in such a way that for every projective system of
mixed structures 2I = (?I,; L7k,l)keN,kSr of residue characteristic exponent p and for
arbitrary a,, . . . , a,, in ?I,,,  of suitable sorts,

3 b V(K,,m(aI),  . . . , &.,,(a,)) ilT  3, k dab . . . , a,;p).

Given an uncountable cardinal K, a projective system of mixed structures
8 = C&; &,I)ksN,k~l is rc-saturated if for every set @ of Z!,-formulas  with
parameters from 8 (i.e., involving constants for elements ‘?I) the following holds:
if @ has cardinality less than K and every finite set of formulas from @ is realized
in %?I, then all formulas from @ are simultaneously realized in Yl.

Lemma 3.5. Let G = (M, H, T, 8, v) 9 (5~~~) = (MC’),  H(‘),  r”‘, P, IF)), i = 1, 2 ,
be embeddings of mixed q-structures. Suppose that G(‘) is complete and ‘@(G’*‘)
is K-saturated for some cardinal K > lGcl)l  = IH(’  The next statements are
equivalent:

(i) Horn&&Z(‘),  EJ(~)) is nonempty;
(ii) Hom&G  ,(l) G,P’) is nonempty  for all  k E N.

Proof. The implication (i)+ (ii) is obvious.
(ii)+ (i) As kZC2) is complete, it suffices to show that HomV&$3(@“,  ‘@(E8”‘)

is nonempty, according to Lemma 3.2. Let X = {x,: a E V(G,“‘)\V(G)}  be a set
of &-variables such that x, has the same sort as a, and consider the set @ of all
basic &,-formulas (atomic and negated atomic formulas) Q&,,  . . . , x,“) with
p a r a m e t e r s  i n  ‘@B(G) subjec t  to  !#(C5,“‘)  k q(aI,  . . . , a , ) . Obviously,
Hom~&W”~),  ?.WC2’)) is nonempty iff Qi is realized in Q(CZC2’).  By the
K-saturation property of !$?(EJ,“‘)  it suffices to show that each finite subset of Qi is
realized on !@(kZC2’).  Let qi(xa,,  . . . , x0,), 1 c i s m, be formulas from @.
According to Lemma 3.3, we may assume without loss of generality that there is
k E N such that all parameters occurring in qi, 1 s i s m, denote constants from
Gk;  we may also assume that a,, . . . , a, belong to Gil’. Since HomG,,
(E@),  (Zi2’)  is nonempty by assumption, we conclude that the formula (pr  A ~1~  A

- . - A q,,, is realized on Gp’  and hence it is also realized on ‘@(CZC2’). Cl

4. Proof of the main results

Denote by I? the first-order language of valued fields, whose vocabulary
contains, besides the logical symbols, constants 0, 1, function symbols for the field
operations (+, -, - , -‘) (with convention 0-l = 0) and one unary predicate $I
which in a valued field is interpreted as the valuation ring. The axioms of valued
fields, as well as the axioms of Henselian valued fields can be formulated in this
language.
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The language 2 and the languages & of mixed k-structures, k E N, introduced
in Section 3, are related via the following translation procedure.

Given a valued field K = (K, V) of characteristic zero and a natural number k,
let us consider the canonic maps lI,,,: OK+ OK,k= O,Jm,,,,  &,: K”+
K”/l + r&k.

Lemma 4.1. Let k E N and q!$q, . . . , x,; y,, . . . , y,; E1, . . . , gl) be an &-
formula, where the xi’s are variables of sort A, the yi’s are variables of sort H and
the 5ri’S are variables of Sort r One migm  effeCtiVdy  to 1/, an %formula trk(q)

(21,  =z, . . . J =Pz+m+1+1 ) in such a way that for every valued field K of characteristic
zero and residue characteristic exponent p, and for arbitrary ai E On, 1 <i s n,
aiEKX,  n+l=SiSn+m+I,

Kk k v(nA,zk(ai):  1 c i S n; IIn,,( n + 1 c i S n + m;

va,:n+m+lSiSn+m+l)

iffKbtrk(W)(aI,  . . . , an+m+lj  p).

The proof is immediate.
The next embedding theorem for Henselian fields of characteristic zero is a

consequence of Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 3.5.

Theorem 4.2. Let K = (K, v) be a valued field of characteristic zero and L, F be
Henselian valued fields extending K. Suppose that the valued field F is K-saturated
for some cardinal K > 1 LI. The necessary and suficient condition for the valued
field L to be K-embeddable into F is that the mixed k-structure Lk is Kk-
embeddable into Fk for all k E N.

Proof. An implication is trivial. Conversely, assume that Hom,,(Lk, F,) is
nonempty for all k E N. By the K-saturation property of F, it follows that the
mixed o-structure F, is complete, the projective system ?$3(8,,)  is K-saturated and
the valued field fi is Ill-pseudocomplete.  According to  Lemma 3.5 ,
Horni  (i,, &,) is nonempty and hence L is K-embeddable into F by Corollary
2.2. l?

Proof of Theorem A. An implication is obvious. Conversely, let us assume that
the mixed k-structures Lk, Fk are elementarily equivalent over Kk (written
Lk =Kk Fk) for all k E N. We may assume without loss of generality that F
is K-saturated for some cardinal K > 1 LI. For otherwise we may consider a
K-saturated elementary extension F’ of F according to [30, Theorem 16.41. In
order to get L sK F it suffices to show that there exists a K-embedding Q, : L-, F
such that the induced Kk-embedding of mixed k-structures qk :Lk * Fk is an
elementary one for all k E N. For in this case we may construct by iteration an
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infinite commutative diagram
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where L(‘+l)/Lw, F(i+l)/FG) are elementary extensions, L(‘+‘) is JI;;:l+-saturated,
F(‘)  is IL,]+-saturated  and cpf’: L’$* Ff), $~f’: Ff’+ Lf+‘)  are elementary
embeddings for all k E N. Let F’“’ = l&F(‘)  = lim_L(‘).  By the Tarski-Vaught
theorem [30, Theorem 10.11, F’“‘/L  and F(“)/F  are elementary extensions and
hence L =K F.

Thus it remains to show that there exists a K-embedding Q, : L+ F with the
required properties. As L,-,, Fk is K-saturated, K > IL1 3 ILkI,  there exist
elementary K,-embeddings  Lk+ Fk for all k E N; therefore, by a slight adjust-
ment of Lemma 3.5, we obtain a go-embedding  qw :i,-+ #, of mixed o-
structures inducing elementary K,-embeddings  Q)~  : Lk+ Fk for all k E N. It
remains to extend qw to a K-embedding Q) : L+ F by Theorem 2.1 0

Proof of Theorem B. Let p be either 1 or a fixed prime number. Denote by %$
the Z-theory of Henselian valued fields of characteristic zero and residue
characteristic exponent p. Let C&.X), x = (xi, . . . , x,), be an L-formula. Denote
by W the set of sentences in the language 5? augmented with the constants
c=(c,, . . .) c,), consisting of:

(i) the axioms of 5X,,;
(ii) the sentence q(c);
(iii) the sentences of the form

i[n(c) A trk(q)(f;(c)gi(c)-‘:  1 C i S m;p)],

where n(x) is a quantifierless C-formula, k is a natural number, r/~(y)  with
Y = (Yl,  . . . , y,,J is an X$-formula and A, gi E Z[X], 1 s i c m, such that

XP t [n(X) A trk($J)(f;:(X)gi(X)-l:  1 c i st?Z;p)]+ q(X).

We claim that W is inconsistent. Assuming the contrary, let us choose, by
Godel’s  completeness theorem [30, Theorem 7.11, a model (L; c) of W. In
particular, L = (L, v) is a Henselian valued field of characteristic zero and residue
characteristic exponent p, and c = (cl, . . . , c,) E L”. Let K = (Q(c),  v) be the
smallest valued subfield of L containing the Ci’S.  Denote by D(K) the diagram of
K, i.e., the set of basic sentences (atomic and negated atomic) in the language of
K that are true on K, and by D(L/K)  the set of all sentences having the form
trk(ly)(a;p),  where k E B, v(y)  with y = (yr, . . . , y,,,) is an &-formula and
a=@,, . . . , a,) E K” such that I&(a)  makes sense (i.e., Ui E 0, if yi is a variable
of sort A, ai E K” if yi is a variable of sort H or r; then rr,(Ui) is respectively
rr,,&,)> 17H,k a,( 4 , vuJ and Lk I= (I&(a)).  According to Theorem A, the theory
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s = srp u D(K) u D(L/K) .is complete; therefore SF q(c),  since L l=S  and Lk
q(c).  Consequently, there are finitely many sentences A-,, . . . , A, E D(K) ,

rll, . . . 9 qt E D(L/K)  such that

Let n(x)  be a quantifier less &formula such that n(c)  ++ A Ai.  On the other hand,
by Lemma 3.3, there exist k E N, an &-formula r/~(y), y = (yi, . . . , y,,,), and
some polynomials 5, gi E Z[X] such that

trk(q)(J(C)gi(C)-‘1  1 =S i s m;p)  @ A qj.

Thus
5XP  F [n(X) A trk($J)(fi(X)gi(X)-1:  1 c i c m;p)]+ q(X)

since c does not ocur  in 5&; therefore

Lkl[A(C) A trk(lj.J)(J(C)gi(C)-l:  1 si sm;p)]

since (L, c) is a model of W, a contradiction.
We conclude that W is inconsistent and hence there exist quantifierless

L-formulas J.,(x), . . . , A,(x), natural numbers k,, . . . , kl, &,-formulas I&~(Y),
lSj=SI,y=(yi,..., y,,,), and polynomials J, gi E Z[X], 1 G i c m, such that

~&P(x)  c, V
l<jd

[5(x) A trk,(~j)(~(X)gi(X)-l: 1 s i cm; p)l.

Using again Lemma 3.3, we may assume that k, = k2 = * - * = k, : = k. 0

5. Application to p-adically closed fields

In the last section of the work we shall show that Macintyre’s theorem [23]  on
quantifier elimination for p-adic fields and its generalization to p-adically closed
fields [24,  Theorem 5.61, can be obtained as consequences of the general
Theorem B.

Let us fix in the following a prime number p. A valued field K = (K, V) is called
p-valued if K is of characteristic zero, the residue field Z? is of characteristic p and
the lFP-space  O,lpO,  is finite. Call the dimension of the space O,JpO,  the
p-rank of the p-valued field K.

The above condition implies that the residue field K is finite, say Z? = IF, with
q=pf,f=[K:lFP]andth e absolute ramification index e of K, i.e., the number of
positive elements in UK which are cup, is finite. The p-rank d of the p-valued
field K satisfies the relation d = ef.

A p-valued field K of p-rank d is called p-adically closed if K does not admit
any proper p-valued algebraic extension of the same p-rank. It turns out by [24,
Theorem 3.11, that a p-valued field K is p-adically closed iff K is Henselian and its
value group UK is a Z-group, i.e., the coarse value group tiK is divisible.
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Given p and d 2 1, let us consider the augmentation QCd)  of the language 2 of
valued fields with d - 1 new constants u2, . . . , ud. The class of p-valued fields of
p-rank d is axiomatizable by universal axioms in the language gCd) in such a way
that for any p-valued field K of p-rank d the constants u1 = 1, u2, . . . , ud denote
an Fp-basis of O,lpO,. With respect to the modified language ZCd),  every
substructure of a p-valued field of p-rank d is again a p-valued field of p-rank d.
Note also, by [24,  Theorem 3.11, that the class of p-adically closed fields of
p-rank d is axiomatizable in 2 and hence in CCd).

Now extend again the language L2(d) by unary predicates P,,, n E N, and add to
the zCd)-axioms  for the theory Tp,d of p-adically closed fields of p-rank d the new
defining axioms

P,(x) f, (3y)xy”  = 1 .

The basic result of Prestel and Roquette [24, Theorem 5.61, including Macintyre’s
result [23]  as a special case, can be stated as follows.

Theorem 5.1. In the language ZCd) extended by unary predicates P,, n E N, the
theory Tp,d
quantifiers.

together with the defining axioms above admits elimination of

The main goal of this section is to show that Theorem 5.1 is a consequence of
Theorem B. First of all we state an equivalent version of Theorem 5.1.

Extend the language ZCd) by unary predicates W&, n, k E N, and add to the
ZCd)-theory  & of p-adically closed fields of p-rank d the defining axioms

w,,,(x) ++ @Y)(l  - XY”>_‘p”  $0.

We show that Theorem 5.1 is equivalent with the following statement.

Theorem 5.1.a. In the language ZCd) extended by unary predicates Wn,k,  n, k E N,
the theory Tp,d together with the defining axioms above admits elimination of
quantifiers.

Proof of the equivalence (5.1) ++ (5.1.a). (5.1)-,  (5.1.a): Given n E N, let 1 E N
be such that 132Y,(n),  where vp(n) is the p-adic value of n, i.e., n =p”r(“)m
with (m, p) = 1. By Newton’s lemma, P,(x) * Wn,t(x)  on any Henselian valued
field of characteristic zero and residue characteristic p; in particular we obtain
q.d t pn(x)  f, wn,,(x>.

(5.l.a)+  (5.1): G’iven n, k E N, let 1 E N be such that l> max(k, 2y,(n)).  It
suffices to show that
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w h e r e  S={(aI ,... , ~JEH~\(O,.  . .,0):06&i~p’-1,  l~i~d}. Let K=
(K, V) be a p-adically closed field of p-rank d and u1 = 1, u2, . . . , ud be the given
constants in 0, defining a basis of O,lpO,. Clearly, the ui’s define also a
Z/p?-basis  of O,lp’O,. Given a E K, let us asume K k W,,,(a), i.e., ~(1 -
ab”) > kvp for some 6 E K. As ab” E O& there exists ( (Y~, . . . , ad) E S such that

v 1 - $ &iUiab”
>

2 lvp.
i = l

As 1 > 2v,,(n), it follows by Newton’s lemma that

for fome c E K,

i.e., K F P,(Ct=‘=,  aiUiU). On the other hand,

d
v 1-c cuiUi

i = l
) = v [ (1 - 2 oiuiab”) - (5 oiui)(I  - ab”)] > kvp

i=l i = l

since v(,L’~=‘=,  aiu,) = 0 and l> k.
Conversely, let us assume that there exists (a,, . . . , ad) E S such that

v
(

d

1 - 2 CviUi
i = l >

d

> kvp and C ~iuiab” = 1 for some b E K.
i = l

Then ab” E 0; and

i.e., K L W,,,(a). 0

As the residue rings O,,, = 0,/m,,,, k E N, are finite with IO,,,1 spck+‘jd,
any formula about such rings is equivalent to a quantifierless formula involving
the constants u1 = 1, u2, . . . , ud.  On the other hand, it follows by induction that
on the mixed k-structures Kk, an arbitrary formula is equivalent with a Boolean
combination of formulas of the ring language, involving only variables of OK,&

and formulas of the system GK,kz UK involving variables of this system and
SOme  of the finitely many constants &(a) for a e 0K,2k\(m,&mK,2k)  and uk(a)
for a E OK,2k\{O}.

Consequently, Theorem 5.1.a is an immediate consequence of Theorem B and
of the elimination of quantifiers for the structures defined as follows.

Given a finite Abelian group A, let us consider the systems (H, r, U, t) where
(H, 0, 1) is an Abelian group, (r, +, S, 0) is a totally ordered Abelian group,
v : H+ r is a group epimorphism and t is an element of H such that Ker u-- A
and vt is the smallest positive element of r. The class of these systems can be
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axiomatized by universal axioms in a first-order language 2, whose vocabulary
contains symbols for group operations on H and r, a predicate for the order on
r, a function symbol for the map u and constants for the elements of A, the
neutral element 0 of r and the distinguished element t of H.

Denote by 5EA and ZA-theory whose models are the systems (H, r, V, t) above
satisfying the supplementary condition that r is a Z-group, i.e., T/Bvt is divisible.

Now extend the language Z!a by unary predicates R,, n E N, and add to the
axioms for the theory ZIZA the defining axioms

R,(x) - (3y E H) x = y” .

Proposition 5.2. In the language 2!A  extended with unary predicates R,, n E kJ, the
theory SEA together with the defining axioms above admits elimination of
quantifiers.

Proof. Let H’ = (H’, r’, v, t), H” = (H”, r”, v, t) be models of E, and H =
(H, r, 2r, t) be a common ZA-substructure  of H’, H” such that H’” rl H = H”” II H
for all n E N. According to [30, Theorem 13.21 we have to show that H’ =,I$“.

Denote by T(H’IH)  = {x E H’: Vnal xn E H} the group of the torsion elements
of H’ over H. As an 5.?!,-structure,  T(H’IH)  is a model of IA since H’/T(H’/H)
is torsion free and r’lnr’  = Z/nZ for all n E N. First of all we show that
T(H’/H)  =w T(H”/H).  It suffices to show that T(H’/H)  is H-embeddable into
H”. For suppose that 9: T(H’/H)+H”  is an H-embedding, and let y E
T(H”/H);  we have to show that y E Im(q). Let a E H, n 2 1 be such that y” = a.
As H’” fl H = H”” fl H, there is x E T(H’IH)  such that xn = a. It follows that
(r&)y-‘)”  = 1 and hence &x)y-’  EA = Ker V. As A c H, we get y E Im(cp), as
contended.

Thus it remains to show that T(H’/H)  is H-embeddable into H”. Since the
equation xn = a with a E H has finitely many solutions in H’ (assume x0 E H’ is a
solution of the equation above; then any other solution has the form xOu with
u E A), it suffices, by a standard compactness argument (the projective limit of a
directed projective system of nonempty finite sets is nonempty), to show that any
intermediate group G between H and T(H’IH)  which is finitely generated over H
can be embedded over H (as an Z,-structure) into H”. Let G be such a group. As
G/H is finite, let us consider a direct decomposition into finite cyclic groups:

G/H=C,xC,x..-XC,.

Let ni be the order of C’i;  then n, . . . n,=n:=(G:H).  Letx;eG be such thatxi
generates Ci modulo H; then Xi is of order ni modulo H and hence x? = ai E H,
1 c i =S 1. By assumption there exist yi E H” such that y:’ = ai for 1 c i s 1. The
substitution xi my,, 1 c i < 1, defines a group morphism over H, Qi : G --, H”. First
note that Q, is injective. Indeed, let z E G be such that q(z) = 1. In particular,
~(2”) = 1 and hence zn = Q)(z”)  = 1 since .Y E H; it follows z E A c H a n d
z = q(z) = 1, as contended. Next let us show that Q, is an Z!,-embedding, i.e.,
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v~(z)  2 0 for all z E G subject to vz 20. Consider such an element z; as
Z” = b E H and vz 2 0, we get vb 2 0, cp(z)”  = b and hence VI&Z)  2 0.

Thus we have shown that T(H’/H)  and T(H”IH)  are H-isomorphically  as
Z!,-structures.  Identifying T(H’/H)  = T(H”/H),  it suffices to show that W’ and
H” are elementarily equivalent over T(H’/H)  (rather than over W). Hence after
replacing H by T(H’/H) we may assume that H is a model of SEA. The required
fact H’ =n H” is an immediate consequence of the following model completeness
result.

Proposition 5.3. The 2,-theory  YEA is model complete, i.e., if H L, G is a n
EA-embedding  of models of SEA,  then G is an elementary extension of H.

Proof. By Robinson’s test [12, Proposition 3.171 it suffices to show for each such
embedding H c, G that any primitive existential sentence with parameters from H
which holds in G also holds in H.

First let us show that each primitive existential sentence with parameters from
H has the form

(3x) Q)(x), where x = (x1,  . . . , x,)

and V(X) : (,&<, W(x) = 4) A (,+,a<, me) 22 ..i)

It suffices to observe that

E* l-x zy - (vxfvy)v LL4 y = X4 f, (v(xy -1) ?= vt)

v (v(yx_')  3 vt) v ( l+vaYx-l = u >
and

E~1VX<O  f* vx-lavt.

So let Y(X) be as above and assume G k (3x) V(X); let b = (b,,  . . . , b,) E G”
be such that G k q(b). Consider the subgroup G’ = H - b:. 6; - - . bf of G. As
G/H is torsion free, the finitely generated subgroup G’IH is free by [22, Chapter
1, 010,  Theorem 71;  in particular, G’ has a direct decomposition G’ = H @ G’/H.
Let c = (ci, . . . , ck) E Gtk be such that G’ = H Cl3 @ Fzl  cf. Thus each bi admits a
unique representation

bi=ajfic,F,  l<i<n,
j=l

with ai E H, Cyii E Z.
Putting Xi = Ui @=I y?, 1 s i s n, the equalities which occur in V(X) become

identities trivially satisfied thanks to the above direct decomposition of G’. The
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inequalities which occur in Q)(X) become inequalities in the new variables
Yl, . . . > yk of the form

with Pij E Z, ai E H. The system of inequalities (*) admits the solution c E G’“. By
model completeness of the theory of Z-groups [28], we obtain yl, . . . , yk E vH
such that ~~=I PijYj  > vai,  I + 1 c i =S m. Let dI, . . . , dk E H be such that vdj = yj

forlsjsk, andei=ai~~=,dia,forl~i~n.  ThenHkq(e,,...,e,)andhence
H k (3x) q(x), as contended. 0
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